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“As operators we
play a big part in the
sustainability. But it’s
a whole culture on
doing it and we’re
always looking to
improve. Key to
our success is the
strategic partnerships
we’ve established
with Eversource and
DOER to take on
projects. They’ve
been instrumental in
helping us optimize
what we have, and
think about what’s
next.”

Background
The University of Massachusetts Amherst is a sustainability leader. The university
is actively studying potential pathways to carbon neutrality by 2030, and through
millions in annual energy costs by completing projects throughout the campus.
Looking ahead, UMass Amherst continues to set aggressive goals and adopt
initiatives that not only reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but also improve the
resiliency of the 150-year-old campus.

The Challenge
UMass Amherst had already achieved significant energy savings through energy
required more than just using less. They also needed to look at how they were
generating energy on the campus, and also find ways to reduce peak demand.
As part of its Comprehensive Campus Energy plan, UMass Amherst replaced an
80-year-old coal-burning power plant with a Central Heating Plant in 2009. The
new plant included a 10 MW gas turbine generator, a 2 MW high pressure steam
generator, a 4 MW low pressure steam turbine, and four natural gas boilers and
heating and cooling more than 300 buildings. Eight years later, the team significantly
expanded the on-campus solar footprint. While the addition of large-scale solar
generation and the enhanced generation capacity of the Central Heating Plant
greatly reduced greenhouse gas emissions, it also created an imperative challenge:
How could power be stored when generation exceeded campus demand?
At the same time, the university also saw the value of reducing its peak
demand, both because times of high demand often require use of electricity
generated with the dirtiest fuels, and because lowering peak demand could
help them lower transmission and capacity costs – the main factors leading
to rising energy costs for UMass Amherst. Thus, reducing peak demand could
help the university lower its carbon emissions associated with electricity
not generated on-campus and lower its energy costs even further.

About Mass Save:
Together, we make good happen for Massachusetts: Berkshire
Gas, Cape Light Compact, Eversource, Liberty Utilities, National
Grid and Unitil. As one, we form Mass Save®, with the common
goal of helping residents and businesses across Massachusetts
save money and energy, leading our state to a clean and energy

– Ray Jackson,
Director of Physical
Plant, University
of Massachusetts
Amherst
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To solve the problem of how to store energy generated on campus, UMass Amherst decided it wanted
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(ACES) program to construct a 1 MW/4 MWh lithium ion battery system at the Central Heating Plant.
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